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This report came from the Washington Bureau of The Houston Chronicle, and quoted the records 
of the Secret Serfive Research Division which had reported on me to the Warren Report doing 
the investigating, only nay name was not printed; but the description was sufficient to leave no 
one in Houston to doubt who the woman was, etc. 

When I read this, having been receivqd back into my home, after an arrest ordered by Johnson 
on May 28, 1964, I could only exclaim, Now I know for certain there is certainly something 
rotten in Denmark, no to speak! Why have "they" gone to all this trouble to include me and to 
write these things concerning me? This leaves no doubt in my mind but that something is very, 
very wrong, even in the top beached of those investigating the Kennedy assassination!" 

Following through on this subject, recall that Chief Justice Earl Warren was appointed by Eisen-
hower; also that Johnson asked him to head that commission now being questioned, and Warren 
visited Jack Ruby in jail... and should a Chief Justice become involved in a murder case that 
was certain to come before the Supreme Court? One might well ask what assurance Warren 
gave Ruby that if he would remain silent he would be well rewarded... and the message Indirectly 
from Eisenhower? I claim this is the case. 

There was General Edward Walker who resigned, claiming things against the armed forces, 
and this certainly Included Eisenhower's tactics when he was president, etc. As you know, It 
is claimed that Oswald was the one who took a shot at Walker and missed, and someone was with 
him. Since this happened in Highland Park, and Highland Park has its own police, your pollee 
force was not responsible for investigation; but just do not he too certain the man supposed to 
have been with Oswald was not also involved in the Kenrdey assassination: and what if it would 
have pleased Eisenhower most of all for Walker to be silenced? Eisenhower was the one directly 
affected by General Walker's accusations; and those accusations could have stood in the way of 
perfecting the plan Eisenhower was worklrg on, even now is still working on..,and that is the 
creation of the United States of Europe government which he endorsed while President, and yet 
expects to come to pass, using Johnson to bring it to pass quickly... even to the creation of the 
proposed UNited States of the World, with headquarters at Jerusalem, Palestine. Picture 
Eisenhower as that evil man described in Dan. 11:21, and that Wicked of B Thes. 2:S, and John-
son as Ida image, and you have the right picture...with its being prophesied that Johnson will 
be taken out of the way (by God Almighty...certainly not by me), then Eisenhower will be re-
vealed in all his wickedness... and I claim this will be completed by July 27, 1967; and wish to 
cite my reasons for presenting this belief, indicating the signs of the times! 
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